CONSULT-III is the new generation diagnostic system for Nissan and Infiniti vehicles. It is powerful, flexible and easy to use and will transform your ability to provide rapid, accurate service diagnostics for today's sophisticated Nissan and Infiniti models and future products – good news for both you and your customers.

CONSULT-III is a laptop-based diagnostic system using a Microsoft® Windows® based user interface. It has a new Hardware platform – laptop PC - and a new Application for diagnostic work. Includes ASIST service information for improved technician efficiency.

Features

- Diagnostic efficiency and accurate repair
- Enhanced diagnosis function to CAN network system
- Downloading of reprogramming data without any other media (i.e. CONSULT-II’s required diagnostic card
- Integration of the VR (Vehicle data recorder) function into VI unit
- Enhancement of diagnosis capability for future systems
- Wireless communication (between CONSULT-III and VI/MI units)
- Big screen display – much more information can be displayed on one screen

Standard CONSULT-III Kit Features:

- Panasonic® Toughbook® CF-18 Laptop wireless PC
- Panasonic Cigarette Lighter Adapter
- DVD Drive
- Vehicle Interface Deluxe Kit
- Measuring Interface Deluxe Kit
- Security Card
- Carrying Case
- 3 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty
- Regular Diagnostic Updates via DVD/Internet Downloads
- ASIST Service Information
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Consult III Standard Kit Features:

Panasonic® CF-18 Toughbook® laptop:
- Intel® Pentium® M Processor 753
- 1.2 GHz Processor
- 120 GB Hard Drive
- 512 MB RAM
- 10.5 inch Anti-Reflective TFT - Touch Screen
- Converts from laptop to tablet format
- Internal 10/100 LAN & 56kbps Modem
- Bluetooth built-in
- Wireless (1EEE 802.11b/g)
- Secure Digital (SD) Card Slot
- Supplied with external DVD/CD drive
- Li-Ion 7.4V, 7.65amp Battery
- Microsoft Windows XP S.P.2

CF-18 included Accessories
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter
- External DVD Drive
- AC Adapter and Cord
- USB Joint Cable
- Tethered Stylus
- Holding Strap
- Soft Cloth

Vehicle Interface (VI) Deluxe Kit
- VI Unit - wireless communication between vehicle and laptop terminal
- DLC1 Cable with Adapter
- Self-Test Adapter
- USB Cable
- Remote Trigger Switch
- AC Adapter
- Color Rings
- 3-year Warranty

Measurement Interface (MI) Deluxe Kit
- MI Unit - wireless communication between measurement tools and laptop terminal
- MI Battery
- Synchronization Cable
- USB Cable
- Probe Set
- AC/DC Adapter
- Holding strap and hook
- 3-year Warranty

Carrying Case
Sturdy case specially designed to hold the CF-18 and all of the CONSULT-III components
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Customize the Consult III for your Shop

Cart with Locking Docking Station

Creates the ideal diagnostic environment. Designed for the CONSULT-III, the cart's mobility allows techs to move between service bays.

- Perfect solution for securely locking down the CF-18 Toughbook®
- Positions the laptop at a convenient/comfortable working height
- Technicians don’t have to search for a spot to place the laptop while using it at the vehicle
- Large drawer and tray reduces cable clutter – keeps all pieces organized in one place and provides extra storage for other support materials

Station comes assembled.
Includes four heavy duty casters – front 2 with locking brake. Power strip on back with 15' cord and cord management wrap. Unit is dark gray with silver handle.

Panasonic Toughbook® 18 Docking Station

Features:
Internal Port Replicator
Provides simple connectivity. No need to reconnect peripherals each time you return the notebook to the docking station. One plug connectivity provides access to up to 12 ports including:
- Serial (2)
- USB (4) 4 pin
- External video
- External keyboard/mouse
- Headphones/speakers

Durability
Panasonic Toughbook®
Tested accessory Locks down the CF-18 (key lock built in)
Brass locating pins for assured computer placement
Rounded edges to enhance personal safety

Compression Latch
Easy-to-use
Draws computer down for docking connection
Flush design
"Lift-and-turn" action - no obstructions or swiveling the screen 360°

Wireless Printer HP1022NW with Cable

Your CONSULT-III provides improved printer functions that allow your technicians to create an easy-to-explain description sheet for the customer.

In addition to the improved printer functionality, the compact design of the printer allows it to fit perfectly on the cart's shelf. Technicians will be able to print fast-without having to walk around or wait for an accessible printer in the shop.
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NISSAN
INFINITI